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ABSTRACT

A general secondary structure is proposed for the 5S RNA of prokaryotic
ribosomes, based on helical energy filtering calculations. We have consid-
ered all secondary structures that are common to 17 different prokaryotic 5S
RNAs and for each 5S sequence calculated the (global) minimum energy second-
ary structure ( 300,000 common structures are possible for each sequence).
The 17 different minimum energy secondary structures all correspond, with
minor differences, to a single, secondary structure model. This is strong
evidence that this general 5S folding pattern corresponds to the secondary
structure of the functional 5S rRNA.

The general 5S secondary structure is forked and in analogy with the
cloverleaf of tRNA is named the 'wishbone' model. It contains 8 double
helical regions; one in the stem, four in the first, or constant arm, and
three in the second arm. Four of these double helical regions are present
in a model earlier proposed (1) and four additional regions not proposed by
them are presented here. In the minimum energy general structure, the four
helices in the constant arm are exactly 15 nucleotide pairs long. These
helices are stacked in the sequences from gram-positive bacteria and probably
stacked in gram-negative sequences as well. In sequences from gram-positive
bacteria the length of the constant arm is maintained at 15 stacked pairs by
an unusual minimum energy interaction involving a C26-G57 base pair
intercalated between two adjacent helical regions.

INTRODUCTION

The small 5S ribosomal RNA is necessary for the structural integrity of

the large ribosomal subunit and for activities associated with protein syn-

thesis (2; 3). Many prokaryotic 5S rRNAs including Ê . coli, are competent

to replace a gram positive 5S RNA in the B_. steorothermophi 1 us 50S subunit

reconstitution system (4; 5); although eukaryotic 5S rRNAs, thus far, have

not been reconstituted in the B_. stearothermophilus system (5; 6).

Numerous investigations have been made of the single- and double-

stranded regions of 5S RNA using chemical modification (7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12)

and enzymatic digestion (13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19). These experiments have

been performed both on 5S RNA free in aqueous solution and also 5S RNA asso-
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ciated with ribosomal proteins or jn situ (i.e. in ribosomal subunits).

Biophysical experiments, including low angle X-ray diffraction (21; 20),

Raman spectroscopy (22), infared, ultraviolet, circular dichroism, optical

rotary dispersion and nuclear magnetic resonance spectra (23; 24; 25; 26;

27), oligonucleotide binding (28; 29), and thermal denaturation (30; 31;

32), have also provided information about possible conformational states of

5S RNA. The Ê . coli 5S rRNA, in particular, can exist in two conformations

as well as a denatured form (12; 24; 33; 34; 35). Although these studies

have told us much about the structure of 5S RNA still no completely

satisfactory secondary structure model has emerged.

The early (36; 37; 38) and rapid acceptance of the "cloverleaf"

secondary structure for tRNA was primarily determined by its ability to fit

known tRNA sequences. This was accepted as strong evidence for the correct-

ness of the cloverleaf because it was anticipated that molecules having the

same function (in different soecies) would have similar secondary and ter-

tiary structures. Another observation, made for tRNA, was that helical

regions could be conserved of an altered nucleotide sequence on one side of

a double helical region was compensated by a base change on the other that

permitted the two new nucleotides to form a base pair. This reasoning

applied to prokaryotic 5S RNA molecules, predicted that they too would have

common, secondary folding patterns, regardless of species. Fox and Woese

developed and extended this technique (1; 35) and used it to show that pro-

karyotic 5S rRNAs could be folded into a forked secondary structure defined

by four helical regions of nearly equal length. These four helices are all

present in the 'wishbone' model presented here. They also showed that

eukaryotic 5S rRNAs share three of these four common helices. The compara-

tive approach, however, is 'local,' so that one has no quantitative assurance

that the 'best' of many alternative sequences has been chosen. For example,

the 5S RNA structure consisting of the four helices previously described

(35) is only one of approximately 300,000 alternative common structures.

A 'global' approach to determining secondary structure has been to

calculate the structure with the minimum energy. Computer proqrams (39; 40;

41; 42; 43) to predict secondary structures from primary sequences have been

written using unique and novel algorithms. Recently, an algorithm has been

developed (44) that is sufficiently efficient to perform complete searches

for tRNA's, and is feasible for 5S rRNA. This algorithm is impractical to

apply in an exact form to larger RNA's such as the major small and larqe

subunit ribosomal RNA's. In addition, for tRNA's, at least, minimum energy
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secondary structures do not always correspond to the true secondary structure

(presumably because tertiary and other interactions form an important

contribution to the total energy). Pipas and McMahan (41), for example, have

shown that although the cloverleaf is consistently among the 1-2% of lowest

energy structures, i.e. within the first 10,000 lowest energy structures,

other secondary structures frequently have lower energies.

We have devised a comparative global method that is feasible to apply

to even large ribosomal RNA's. Our helical filtering technique, outlined in

Figure 1, involves calculating the minimum energy homologous structures. It

is illustrated using two different, although related, hypothetical tRNA

sequences. Both sequences can form a variety of secondary structures

(approximately 1,000,000 for an average tRNA). Since any correct folding

must be consistent with both sequences, only the secondary structures that

can be made by both molecules need to be considered. Hence from these two

groups, the subgroups corresponding to homologous secondary structures are

All Secondary Structures

t R N A A

X j

Homologous
Secondary
Structures

5UU1
-80 Helicol^ -9oll

Filtering 9011
- 8 0 J L J L J L

Minimum
Energy

Homologous
Structure

-mo O

tRNA B

-*oO

1.: Generalized Scheme for Helical Filtering. A diagrammatic
representation of the process of calculating the minimum energy homologous
secondary structure is shown using two hypothetical tRNA sequences. In
practice, the selection of homologous structures (helical filtering) is done
by first accepting homologous helical regions and then using them to con-
struct the sets of common structures. To compare directly entire structures
would be prohibitively time consuming.
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selected (helical filtering). In the final step, the lowest energy structure

from each homologous subgroup is calculated and the minimum energy structures

are compared. One can show that the method converges, as a sufficiently

large number of sequences are included. We estimate the degree of conver-

gence by comparing the solutions obtained from each sequence, and consider

that convergence occurs when all of the minimum energy secondary structures

are the same or nearly the same.

In this paper we demonstrate that a single bifurcated secondary

structure pattern, which in analogy with the cloverleaf of tRNA has been

named the wishbone model, corresponds to the minimum energy homologous solu-

tion for 17 different prokaryotic 5S RNA's. Details of the structures are

described in this paper.

METHODS

(a) Computer Analysis

Homologous secondary structures were selected as individual helical

regions using a computer to ensure that important structural possibilities

were not overlooked. Once common helical regions were obtained (helical

filtering) then homologous structures were formed and ordered according to

the energy of their secondary structure using the algorithms and the program

previously developed and described by Studnicka e_t a^. (44).

(i) Sequence Alignment

The nucleotide sequences (reviewed in 45; 46) (see Figure 2 for a

detailed listing) were aligned. Principally conserved bases (A, C, G, U)

were aligned but occassionally purines and pyrimidines were aligned when it

seemed appropriate. We did not use a formal set of alignment rules but fit

the overall pattern using the principles mentioned above. Similar alignments

(35; 45; 47; 48; 49) have been published by others, although they differ from

ours in minor details.

(ii) Helical Filtering

Region A in one species and region B in another species are defined

to be homologous helices if they satisfy the requirements described in the

legend to Figure 3. This is less stringent than strict isomorphism (identi-

cal locations and lengths), and allows for the possibility that a helix may

have been shortened, lengthened, or moved in either direction during its

evolution. In addition, the alignment procedure is expected to compensate

for insertion and deletion mutations. If one or more non-pairing bases occur

within a helix, that helical region is treated in our program as two separate
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A5 B5 CS D5 E5 E3 D3 C3 B3
ESCCO
PHOPH
YERPE
SERHA
SALTY
PSEFL
THEAQ
AHANI
BACSU
BAC5T
BACBR
LftCBR
STRFA
CLOPA
STRGR

JGCCUGGCGC CC GU(
LJGCUUGGCGC CC AUi
JGCCUGGCGC 2C AUl
JGCCUGGCGC DA AU.
JGCCUGGCGC ?A CU<
JGUUCUGUCMCGAGU<

CUGGUGUCU AUI
JUUGGUGGCG
CCUAGUGACC
JCUGGUGAUG
JGUGGUGGCG
JGUGGUGGCG
UCCAG

GL LJUCGG
UGUCG AUi
UGGut AUi

3CGGUI
UUAU

GCGGLT
GCGGUG
GCGGUi

CAUUi
DGCGU
5GUAU
5AAGA

GAGA
JGACGi
JUGAAi
3AGAAI
JUAGA<

UGflG

GfGUCC ~AC
ACC CAC

GbUCC CAC
IG5UCC CAC
IG 5UCC CAC

CAC
CAC

>AAl
»UC<
iAAi
iACAJcfec
IAUA c ac

iAuc c a
-UftCC^

G|GAA£ C JC

:UG
:UG
:UG,
CUGi
UGi
CCGL
ITUGA
CCGI
^CGl
:CG»
:UGI
:UGI
JCCU

: CCCAUGCCGAAi
I CCCUUGCCGAAi

I CCCAUGCCGAAC
1 CCCAUGCCGAA

• CCCAUGCCGAA

I CCCAUGCCGAA

t CCCAUUCCGAAC
! CCCAUCCCGAA
I CCCAUACCGAAC
I CCCAUCCCGAAC
1 CCCAUACCGAAC
» CCCAUGCCGAAC
i ACCAUGCCGAAC
I CCCAUUCCGAAC
IUCACAUUCCGAA

JCAG
ICAG
ICAC

'CAG
HCGG
ftCGG
ftCGG
QCAG
ICAG
OGGC

CGG

Af iU
Ufl jUC A
AC 3UC OA,
AflQUG =>A,
AC JUG R
AGSUGAAA

i U G

UV. JUG 4

UAAi
CGCCGi
CGCCGI

A A A

F5 G5 H5 H3 G3 F3 A3

C TCP
J

G :c 3

:CpAU GGUi
GGUI

GGUA
GGUi

3AU GGUi
AU GGUi

3AU GGUi
Gfec aAC GAUi
G ?C5AU GGUi
G :C 3AU GGUI
G CC QAU GGUI
G|CC 3AU AGUi

3AU UGUl
rUpAU GGUi

AUGGJ

iUGUGGGl
iUGUGGGI
rUGUGGGi
'UGUGGGi
iUGUGGGI
iUGUGGG

:UGGGACi
ICUCCCGi
iUCGGGGI
)UUGGGG<
!UUGGUGG

iUUGGGG'
iUGOGGGGSUUGCCUUI

-AAI

:UGCAGGGbGGl

CU
ICU
ICU
ICU

CU
IUU
iCA

uoc
uu
AGi

SCAl

TCCAUGi

ICCCAUGI

TCCAUGi

TCCAU&

ICCCAUGI

TCCAUG

iGUCCUGG

'CGGUCGi

'CCCCUGI

iCCCCUGC

rGAGCCGi

CCCCUGI

CCUGUGi
CCUGUGi

iAGAGU

IAGAGU

IAGAGU

<AGAGU

>AGAGU

• AAGAUCL

AGAGU

FAAAAU

AGAGU

OAGAGU

AGAGU A

iAGGAU

AGAGU

AGAGU

AGAGU

CUG CCAGGCf L),
UCG CCAGGCCJ,
CUG CCAGGCCJ,
CUG CCAGGCCJ,
CUG CCAGGCfl J,

UAOAGt
GUGCGGGC

ACG CCAGG 1JC
CGCCG CCAAGC
CGUUG CUAGGC
CGUCG CCAGGC
CGUUG CCACGC
CGUCG CCACG C
OGACG CUGGGLJ
CpCCG CCGAflCU

ESCCO
F-HOFM
I'EPPE
SEP MO
SALTT
P5EFL
THEAO
ANA) (I
BAC5U
BAC5T
BACPF
LACBF
5TPFA
CLOPA
STRGF

Figure 7r. Alignment of Procaryotic 5^ rRNA Sequences. Fifteen representative
procaryotic 5S rRNAs have been aligned with spaces inserted to maximize the
sequence homology. The large numbers denote base numbers of each set of
aligned sequences. Spaces between the nucieotides are counted as nonpairing
bases. The small numbers are the unspaced nucieotide positions of %_. coli
5S rRNA. Since much of the discussion focuses on the £. coli sequence, its
numbering system can be used to compare features with those of other species.
Each "common" helix appearing in the best filtered structures has also been
highlighted by lines in the spaced sequences, to make the degree of univer-
sality readily apparent. In Figure 3A each helical region is identified by
a letter (A through H), and each halfregion (44) is specified. Thus, B5 is
the 5' halfregion of helix B, and B3 is the 31 complementary half-region.
Species names have been abbreviated to five letters: ESCCO = Escherichia
coli, PHOPH = Photobacterium phosphoreum, YERPE = Yersinia pest is, PSEFL =
Pseudomonas fluorescens. THEAQ = Thermus aquaticus, ANAifl = Anacystis
nidu1ans,"~BACSU = Bacillus subtilis, BACST = Bacillus stearothermophilus,
BACBR = Bacillus brevis, LACBR = Lactobacillus brevis, STRFA = Streptococcus
faecal is, CLOPA = Clostridium pasteurianum, and STRGR = Streptomyces griseus.
Original sources of sequences are listed in references 45 and 46 (see also
66), and two minor changes are mentioned in 67.

helices, but if blank spaces have been inserted by us for alignment purposes,

helices are temporarily broken into subregions, which are subsequently

rejoined.
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A5 B5 C5 D5 E5 E3 D3 C3 B3
ESCCO, JGCCUGGCGGtCGUi
LEMCH.U QUUCUGGUGUCCUAi
HOLCU, UUftjpGGCGGCpAUi
SACSU, [utjUGGUGGCGJftUi

F5 G5 H5

CUG<

:CGI

rCCCAUGCCGAAC
CCCAUCCCGAA

ICCCAUCCCGAA
ICCCAUACCGAAC

H3 G3 F3 A3
UGCCAGGCfl D , ESCCO

ACGCCAGAAL ,LEMCH
.HALCU
. PfiCSU

CCGCCIMCU
GCCGCCAAG^.'

50 60
'20 30
CGGUGGUCCCAC CUGrtCUGCCUGGCGdCCGUAGCGCG

,L aCGGACCGLJCJ AAGGGA UGAGAGCGUACCCC UCL

J 50 '60
3UCAGAAGUOAAACGCC X

flb
D^UUCUGGUGUI

JAAGACCGCAI

90

IUAGGCGUAGAGGAACCACACCAA
• O DO O

! UCGA UAAAAAGGCGUCCUGGAG

GGUGUG

80
UAGCC GCGAUG-

70

UUfl )GGCGGI CAUAGCGGUGGGGUUACUC CCGUACCCAUCCCGi

UCff JCCGCCG CUUGGCCUAA AGGGUCUCCGAGCGCGUGAGGUd

) ESCCO

ICCCGAACUUGGUGGUUAAACUCU^

• O • O • OO ) LEMCH
lUGUCftUflG CAGUG GCGUCA ^

CGGAAGAUAAGCCCG.

• »o ) HALCU
CUGGCCUUGCGUCC^

CG 3ACCGCCGC

UfUUGGUGGCG^UAGCGAAGAGGUCACAC CCGUU
• O »O
AGGA UGAGAGUGUCCCCC UUU

ACGGAAGUUAAGCUCU

UAGCC

120 110 100 90 80

) BACSU

70

Figure 3: Helical Filtering. TOP: A chioroplast and a haiophilic bacterium
5S rRN/T sequences are aligned with representative Gram-negative and Gram-
positive sequences. The species are: ESCCO = Escherichia coli, LEMCH =
Lemna minor chloroplast, HALCU = Haiobacterium cutirubrum, BACSU = Bacillus
subtil is. BOTTOM: The four species are shown as they would appear during
one step (group number 130) of the filtering process. The large numbers are
the "spaced basenumbers": those at the top are for the 51 halves of the
aligned sequences, and those at the bottom are for the 31 halves. Each
"spaced" sequence has been folded back on itself so that the sum of the 5'
and 3' basenumbers is 130 in every column. Thus every basepair and helical
region formed in group number 130 is repeated in this diaqram. Complementary
nucleotides able to form basepairs are indicated by a dot. For this filter-
ing the strigency was set at three, meaning that a helix (of at least two
adjacent basepairs) must be common to at least three out of the four
sequences to be saved. Black dots denote basepairs satisfying the strin-
gency, and white dots those which do not. Isolated black dots (those having
no other black dots immediately adjacent to them) are first eliminated.
Then, if a helix contains at least one black dot, the entire helix is saved
as a preregion. After GU's are trimmed from the ends, those helices still
having two or more basepairs are saved, symbolized here by being enclosed in
boxes. Group 130 contains helix A (Figure 4) and two more short helices.
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As illustrated in Figure 3, patterns of basepair formation (permitted

pairs are AU, GC, and GU) are examined for all group numbers. Helices are

filtered according to a stringency criterion set by the user (typically one

missing helix would be permitted in a group of 6-8 sequences since most 5S

sequences were not determined by rapid methods and could have errors.)

Helices which have too few homologs in other species are discarded, and those

which survive filtering are added to a list of preregions. After temporary

breaks due to spacing have been repaired, preregions are assigned energies

according to published data (44). No biochemical data exist for energies of

loops bounded by GU pairs (17; 44), so that although such groups exist in

tRNA, all GU pairs occurring at ends of a helix have been removed. Since

helices must have at least two basepairs to be saved, occasionally a helix

of two standard base pairs will be kept in one sequence while a helix of one

AU pair and one GU pair will be discarded in another species even though both

helices will have survived the filtering step.

The RNA structure program was modified to either generate a set of

unfiltered structures from a given nucleotide sequence, or to accept a region

table produced by the filtering program to yield a set of filtered struc-

tures. In either case, if all helical regions are used to generate a struc-

ture the result is called a complete solution, but if some regions are

eliminated by the user prior to structure building the result is a partial

solution. In addition, regions may be subjected to greater or lesser degrees

of branch migration (44), in order to resolve conflicts in basepairing

between different helices that share common nucleotides.

The computer system available at the time of this study (APL*PLUS

implemented on UCLA's IBM 370/3033) provided only 64 kilobytes of in-memory

workspace, sufficient space to solve structures involving no more than about

225 possible regions. The unfiltered region table of a typical 5S rRNA mole-

cule contains about 350 regions (of two or more basepairs) and that of 5.8S

rRNA contains about 650 regions, not including subregions that are added by

branch migration. Hence only partial unfiltered solutions of 5S and 5.8S RNA

were obtained on our computer. We had no difficulty obtaining complete

filtered solutions in the cases discussed here since filtering greatly

reduced the number of regions to be considered.

The helical filtering process is analogous to other types of noise

filtering in the sense that only those data that are consistent with some

higher level organizational principle are kept. For example, in optical

diffraction of electron micrographs only data that fit a predetermined sym-
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metry are kept, and in RNA f i l t e r i n g only "homologous" helices are kept.

RESULTS

Generalized secondary structures for the 5S RNA's from gram negative and

gram positive bacteria are shown in Figure 4. These structures illustrate

the helical regions found in the minimum energy filtered structures common

to the sequences listed in Figure 2. The constant nucleotides are indicated

as described in the legend. Both general models contain eight helical

regions, however, three differences in secondary structure, in addition to

the many minor differences in sequence details, are also present. These

differences involve helix H, helix D and the total number of nucleotides (120

Q
..

U

UGCYUGGCGG
ACGRACCGUC

GRRRAGCACCCGUU

5, (A) V I
UYURGUGRYG I
GRAYCGYYGC /

C \ I

CG YYYYUCGUGGGCA. R
K

IA AUAA CA A ( ; CC

G A U G G U A r i m B r r r K . NCC GUUnGGGN
GG

GAGAR

UC
V i ^ G CW vE^ Y
GCGCRRUG CACCUGA
CGUGYYGCGUGGACU
I A A A AA
\ A

' GAU66UAril...frrrUCC GUGUGGGG

* r* p
C A

Figure £: "Wishbone" Models for Prokaryotic 5S_ rRNA. General models of 5S
rRNA from gram positive bacteria and from gram negative bacteria are shown
in (A) and (B) respectively. Constant specif ic nucleotides are indicated by
A, C, G, U, with constant purines indicated by R and pyrimidines by Y. Non-
conserved bases are labelled N. The data were compiled from Hori and Osawa
(45). Constant, here, means present in at least 12 of 15 of gram-negative
bacteria (l ines 25-PHO to 39-ECKD) or in at least 11 of 14 gram-positive
bacteria ( l ines 41-BME1 to 54-CPA). A. nidulans, P_. flourescens and T.
aquaticus were not counted. Since the i r l i s t contains many variants of T.
col i and Baci l lus, i t is probably not representative sampling of prokaryotes.
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in gram positive and 116 in gram negative bacteria). The E.. coli sequence

(Figure 5A) is typical of gram negative bacteria and the £. subtil is sequence

(Figure 5C) is typical of the gram positive bacteria. Detailed solutions for

specific sequences are described in the following paragraphs.

The lowest energy filtered secondary structures for E_. coli 5S rRNA and

L25
GCGCGGUG

uc • * *
G C „ *C

c C CA «,
IGCACCUGA «U

A.

B. c c CM) A
5U'GCCUGGCG2CCGUAGCGC8GUGG GACCCCAUGCCG A U G

A C G G C G G G G G G C AACGGACCGUCGG AU GCGCCCC CUGGGGUGUGGC
U» mAA G G A UA "U "AA\ i^, -

U U C _ 6 C G u
GG *

UC

/Ar>GCGAAG'AGCACCCBGUU

U CG CUUCUC

p 5U'UUGGUGGCG4
°" GAACCGCCGC

C "0
»'

-GG UGUCCCCC,,U

AUGAGAG «e U

Figure 5̂ : E^ coli and fL_ subtil is 5^ rRNAs. The best structure for E. coli
(A) and for £. subtil is (C) 5S RNA generated by helical filtering using gen-
erated helices common to at least 12 out of 14 of the spaced sequences (in
Figure 2). This structure is thought to correspond to the A or native form
of 5S RNA. (B) The best computer generated structure of an unfiltered par-
tial solution carried out in four steps, as described in the text. This
structure is likely to be related to the B form of £. coli 5S RNA. In (A),
(B), and (C), helices are highlighted by lines between the basepairs and are
identified bv capital letters. Domains of E. coli thought to be protected
by ribosomal proteins are enclosed, and sites of chemical modification f^C=
kethoxal, • = carbodiimide. ̂  = methoxamine) and partial enzymatic cleavage
( y = pancreatic RNase, Jf = Tl RNase) are indicated in (A) and (B). Base-
numbers of some of the nucleotides are shown.
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for 15. subt i l is 5S rRNA (when f i l t e red in a group of 14 gram positive and

gram negative sequences) are shown in Figures 5A and 5C. These structures

have energies of -229.3 kilojoules/mole (kJ) and of -217.2 kJ, respectively,

and both f i t the general gram negative and gram positive models. The £. col i

model corresponds exactly to the computer produced structure except that base

pair G18_u85 has been added since the structure building program does

not accept G-U pairs at the end of helices. The fi_. subt i l is intercalated

base pair C25-G57 was added manually as were the G47-Ug5 and
U48"G94 pairs.

The upper three basepairs in helix H (distal to the hairpin loop) of E.

col i are weak (two GU pairs and one GC pair) but s t i l l energetically favor-

able, according to our rules. In EL subti l is however, two stacked GU pairs

are separated from helix H by a CU "pair," and are shown as weakly basepaired

in Figure 5C. Nearly a l l prokaryotes have f ive strong (usually GC) pairs

proximal to the hairpin loop and three weaker (GU) pairs distal to the loop.

This suggests that extremely weak but complementary partners may be required.

In th is region, a UgO-Gg6 (gram negative) pair is s t r i c t l y conserved in

helix H in a l l procaryotic sequences (see Figure 40, and the pair below i t

is usually UU in gram positive sequences and always GU in gram negative

sequences. Pairs of pyrimidines occasionally occur in tRNA helices (see for

a discussion 50), but there are no rules available for calculating their

energies in our models. Thus we do not show them as s t r i c t l y paired although

by analogy with the gram negative structure th is probably occurs.

Although these are the minimum energy homologous secondary structures,

they are not the lowest energy secondary structures. In general, much lower

energy structures are obtained i f non-homologous solutions are allowed. As

an example, we have calculated a partial unf i l tered solution for the £. col i

5S sequence. This structure, unlike the lowest energy homologous structure,

i s l inear. Indeed, a v i r tual continuum of linear structures have lower

energies than the homologous solution. Although we calculated only a part ial

solution (due to lack of suff icient in-memory computer storage) a reasonable

approximation to the minimum energy unfi l tered solution was obtained by the

following approach. F i rs t , part ia l solutions always contained the two long

helices (helix A and helix M) that are labeled in Figure 5B. Using these two

helical regions to part i t ion the molecules into two independent domains f44),

we could solve each domain completely and separately. I f a better unknotted

secondary structure exists, i t must lack at least one of the long helices, A

or M, which seems very unlikely. The energy of th is linear model -292.4 kJ
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(-69.9 kcal/mole), is s ign i f i can t l y greater than that of the lowest energy

£• c o 1 i homologous st ructure. We assume, however, that the homologous solu-

t ion is favored 2H. s i tu by t e r t i a r y interactions as well as by interact ions

with other ribosomal components.

The sequences of two thermophilic bacteria, f$. stearothermophilus and

T. aquaticus have a l l the "common" hel ices. Their secondary structures have

two principal features that dist inguish them from other 5S sequences (Figure

6) . Their to ta l energies are p a r t i c u l a r l y large (-243.8 kJ fo r £ .

stearothermophiius and -278.0 kJ fo r T. aquaticus) and an atypical arrange-

ment i s found in the A he l ix of both. The A hel ix of J . aquaticus contains

one unpaired nucleotide ( U U 2 ) a n d t n e A h e l 1 x o f g. sterothermophilus can

form 11 nucleotide pairs (rather than the normal 10). In addi t ion, he l ix C

is more stable in these thermophiles than in ]5. subt i lus. J_. aquaticus,

however, derives most of i t s added energy from the many stacked GC pairs

(even though U112 - j s unpaired) of hel ix A. This is in agreement with the

evidence that 5S rRNA from these two thermophiles has a s ign i f i can t l y

increased Tm f o r denaturation (32). T. aquaticus has two c lear ly resolved

AA
G A n

A GCGGAGGGC ACCCGU U
I CGCCUCCCGUGGGCA^ r

c

I A AUAA W
GCCUCCCGUGG

A A
A

U A A

l C C G A U G G U A G U U 6 G G G C C A

CCUAGUGGUGA^
GGAUCGUCGCU

C |

A GAA ,
GCGGCGUGCACCCGu I
CGCCGCGCGUGGGCA .

\ U 1 A AA AA C A A G C l

AUCCCCGCCC A

vUAGGGGCGGG

U C C C G A U G G U A C U G G G A C C G C

G U G G A U G A G A G G U C C U G G G A

Figure &_: 5S rRNA's from Themophilic Bacteria. The best complete f i l t e red
(12 of 14P"solutions for Bacillus stearothermophilus (A) and for Thermus
aquaticus (B). No chemical modification or enzymatic cleavage data are
available.
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T
m derivative peaks (at 77°C and 86°C) that could ref lect the melting

of the very stable A helix, in contrast with £. col i and J3.

stearothermophiius where the higher peak is evident only as a shoulder (32).

The minimum energy homologous secondary structure calculated for

Halobacterium cutir ibrum 5S rRNA (shown in Figure 7A) contains a l l of the

helices of the common 5S structure. I ts most unusual features are that helix

F is four base pairs long rather than two, and that the connection between

, UUX r C C

\A \ * G A « AC C CA.
U GCGGUGGGC UCCCGU
A C.GCCGCCCGAGGGCA

C \ f t " \UAA"
AGGCGGC, I V.
UCCGCCG (J

UCAn° f t c U"> UCAGU/T °<U ? /
U CCGG CUGGAGGCbC

G G C u C C C C A , ,
U GCGGUAUGCACCUGA^ U

A CGCCAUACGUGGACU C
C

5U U \ U AA UU CAAGC°
p CC UGGUGUC L ^
D - GGACCGCAG /"

3 c U
 C bcAACG-A-UAGCUCCCGGGu

U ' C G A U A A A A U C G C U G G C C G A

G G A CA M C C A

A GC GUAGAGCCACCAA U
U CGCAUCUCGGUGGUU. C

5 r I U A U c
A , r C

U C \ A ll AG
Q A UUC UGGUGUC ]. Au

AAG

Figure T_: 5£ rRNA from a Halophilic Bacteria, ± Blue-Green Bacteria and a
Chi prop last. (A) The best f i l tered solution (3 of 4) for H. cutiribrum.
(B) The best f i l tered (12 of 14) solution for A. nidulans 5S rRNA and for
(C) U minor chloroplast (3 of 4). No chemical modification or enzymatic
cleavage data are available for A. nidulans and J.. minor. This lowest
energy Lenin a mi nor structure corresponds to a sl ightly different alignment
in the vic ini ty of helix D than in Figure 3.
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helices C and D is of the gram positive type rather than the gram negative

type (see the discussion of the intercalated base pair). Enzymatic degrada-

tion studies (51) show that the major site of protein binding in H.

cutiribrum corresponds to that found for Ê . coli (Figure 5A), suggesting that

the common model exists in situ. H_. cutiribrum 5S rRNA has been successfully

reconstituted into jj. stearothermophilus ribosomes under low-salt conditions,

further suggesting H. cutiribrum 5S rRNA is homologous to other 5S rRNA

species.

The minimum energy homologous secondary structures for Duckweed (Lemna

minor) chloroplast 5S rRNA and for the blue green bacterium Anacystis

niduians 5S structure are shown in Figure 7B and 7C, respectively. A struc-

ture nearly identical to the A. nidulans folding has been listed among par-

tial computer solutions (44). Both the blue green bacteria and the chloro-

plast sequences contain all eiqht helical regions. The arrangement of base

pairs in helix E in chloroplast 5S depends upon details of sequence spacing.

Other spacings result in higher, but similar energy structures. The arrange-

ment of the C, D and E helices in the constant arm, although differing from

both the gram positive and gram negative pattern, most closely resembles that

of a gram negative bacterium, since it lacks the intercalated base pair. The

D and E helices and the arrangement of the constant arm of the blue green

bacterium resembles the chloroplast and the gram negative pattern, while the

A helix of /\. nidulans is closest to the gram positive type.

DISCUSSION

"Correlation with other Data"

The 5S rRNA from E_. coli is the most extensively studied molecule of its

class, and for this reason it is emphasized in this discussion. E_. coli 5S

exists with two secondary foldings (24; 31; 33; 34), an "A-form" and a

"B-form." The A-form binds ribosomal proteins specifically under reconsti-

tution conditions (52) suggesting that it is the functional form and that a

homologous secondary structure solution should correspond to and be compared

with the A-form. No functional role has been found for the B-form.

The enzvmatic cleavage and chemical modification data have been

indicated on the "wishbone" model for JE. coli 5S RNA in Figure 5A. In gen-

eral these data support the details of the model. When the A-form is freed

from ribosomal proteins, nucleotide G,^ is the nucleotide most sensitive

to kethoxal (7; 33), and U4 Q is the nucleotide most sensitive to carbodii-

mide (53). The first cleavage of Tl RNase occurs at G41 (54; 55), and
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both RNase IV and sheep kidney nuclease reveal a reactive region (7).

Although f ive of the 7 C's contained in th is loop are sensitive to methoxa-

mine (7) , the sequence CCG44 i S n o t reactive with most enzymes and

reagents [G44 c a n be s l ight ly kethoxalated (10)] . G13 is readily

kethoxalated [nearly as reactive as G41 (7; 56)] , and is also very sensi-

t i ve to Tl RNase (55). All four of the sites reported for nitrous acid

deamination [A15> A 6 6 , A73, and AiO4 (7)1 are unpaired in the wish-

bone model, a methoxamine s i te C8g (7) , an(j three additional kethoxal

sites [G75> G100> a n d G102 ( 7 ) ] a r e a 1 s o u n P a i r e d ™ t n e model.
Others (57) however did not f ind these last 3 kethoxal sites reactive.

The A-form, but not the B-form (17; 34), can bind specif ical ly and

stably to ribosomal proteins L18 and/or L25, and that complex has been

reported to further bind a complex of L6 and 23S rRNA (58). Under those

conditions, pancreatic RNase cleaves after C^ and C68, detaching an

entire stretch of 57 nucleotides from the complex and tota l ly degrading i t

to ol igonucleotides. The remainder of the molecule remains bound to the

protein complex and is unreactive with pancreatic RNase except for UCUgg

which is cleaved (58). The lack of Tl RNase cleavage data for bound com-

plexes and also the large number of purines that are present in single-

stranded loops in the wishbone model make more precise mapping and ver i f ica-

t ion d i f f i c u l t . Nevertheless, the patterns of protection for L18 and L25,

both individual ly and together, suggest that helices F and H could be close

to helix A in the three dimensional 5S structure.

An interaction has been proposed between the sequence T CG in tRNA and

the sequence CGAAC in 5S rRNA (30; 59; 60; 6 1 ; 62). In the wishbone model,

as well as in most models proposed, this sequence is single stranded.

Although we can relate the wishbone model to the functional, A-form of

5S RNA, we cannot easily relate the B-form to a single secondary structure.

Indeed, the B-form is thought to correspond to a spectrum of related second-

ary structures. A feature characteristic of the £. co l i sequence is that

the lowest energy secondary solutions, unlike the homologous solutions, are

l inear. These structures are candidate "B" structures. A clue to this

interpretation comes from experiments (14) demonstrating that a complex of

fragments 25-41 and 80-96 could be found after Tl digestion of the B-form,

but not of the A-form. This sequence contains the M helix characteristic of

linear 5S models (see Figure 5B). In th is model G41> (which is easily

kethoxylated in the A-form is protected in the B-form) is within a double

stranded region, paired to Ug0> we have no direct evidence, however, that
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the lowest energy non-homologous structure corresponds to the B-form.

Lecanidou et _al_. (30) have shown that 5S rRNA in the absence of protein

and Mg++ approaches equilibrium as a mixture of both the A-form and the

B-form, and that the addition of Mg++ drives the conformation equilibrium

completely to the A-form at a l l temperatures. I f the total free energy of

the A-form is lower than the B-form, then te r t ia ry energy contributions

compensate for the difference in secondary structure energy between the B-

(-292.4 kJ) and the A-forms (-229.3 kJ). This suggests that te r t ia ry inter-

actions of at least -63.1 kJ contribute to the s tab i l i t y of the A-form and

implies that they make a signif icant contribution toward the total 5S energy.

This is consistent with our rationale of using only the homologous component

of the secondary structure energy to carry out minimization searches.

I f the A-form were only s l igh t ly more favorable than the B-form at

equilibrium, kinetic barriers could exist to prevent transformation from the

A-form to the B-form. The A-form and the B-form would thus be local minima

separated by a high activation energy. This hypothesis is given some support

by a measurement of the activation energy required for "renaturation" of i -

co l i 5S rRNA, which was +259.8 kJ (31; 63). Since transformation between our

models for the A- and B-forms requires breaking a l l of the basepairs except

those in helix A, th is measured value agrees f a i r l y well with our predictions.

Our calculations suggest that certain prefered folding pathways are

l i ke ly . The unfi l tered part ia l solution for Model B was the best secondary

structure from more than 100 mi l l ion possible structures (not including

substructures) and the complete solution (had i t been calculated) would have

involved more than 10*2 possible structures. For 5S rRNA to assume a d i f -

ferent secondary structure every 10"^ second, i t would need nearly three

hours to search each structure. Experiments on the folding of tRNA (64)

argue that folding begins as soon as the 5' end of the tRNA molecule is syn-

thesized. Viewed in the l ight of this folding pathway, the entire constant

length arm of the "A" form containing helices B, C, 0 and E could be folded,

before helix M (of the "B" form) would be available for base pair ing, since

the M3 region is on the 31 side of the B3 region.

Gram negative 5S rRNA sequences have 120 nucleotides, gram-positive

sequences have only 116 and the length of the blue green bacteria are inter-

mediate. The alignment in Figure 2, taking into account conserved purines,

pyrimidines, and nucleotides shows that the four missing bases were added to

the 5' and 3' ends of the 5S molecule, so that the loop connecting helices

A, B, and F is four bases longer in gram-negative sequences. The apparent
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evolutionary requirement for a constant number of basepairs in helix A seems

to have forced coordinated base changes adjacent to helix A that resulted in

the movement of helix A by two basepairs. The blue green bacteria, although

resembling the gram positive bacteria in their A helix, resemble the gram

negative bacteria in that they have lost the Cofi'^S? intercalated base

pair described in the following section.

"An Intercalated Base Pair"

An unusual stacked arrangement of base pairs may occur in 5S RNA that

has not been previously reported. We have named this arrangement an "inter-

calated base pair" since it is inserted between two helical regions. Since

our proqram searches for base paired reqions two pairs and longer it did not

appear in our computer calculated minimum energy homologous structure. It

was discovered when we compared the lengths of the arm containing helices B,

C, D and E in gram positive and in gram negative bacteria.

Helices B, C and E are two, six and four base pairs long, respectively,

in both gram negative and positive 5S sequences (see Figure 8). Helix D is

three and two base pairs long in gram negative and positive bacteria, respec-

tively. If a C2,-G57
 b a s e pair is intercalated between helices C and D

in the gram positive structure, then the constant arm is increased to 15

nucleotide pairs, as in the gram negative sequence. The intercalated base

pair is strongly supported by all the criteria used in this paper to identify

helical reqions. It is energetically favored (by -2.0 kJ) and evolutionarily

conserved, being exclusively present in gram positive sequences and absent

in gram negative sequences. In addition, it satisfies the isomorphism cri-

terion by preserving the length of the entire intercalated base arm at 15

base pairs in all bacterial sequences. In a second paper, (Studnicka,

Eiserling and Lake, in preparation) we show that this arm is also 15 nucleo-

tides long in 5S molecules from eukaryotic organisms.

"The Bulge Loops: A Coordinated Base Pair"

Another unusual feature of the constant length arm is the role of the

bulqe loops between helices. The sequences of three of these loops are con-

stant, or nearly so, within the positive and negative classes. An A occurs

at the 31 connection between helices B and C; an AA is present at the 3'

connection between helices D and E; and an AAA is found at the 3' connection

between helices C and D in qram negative sequences while a UAA is present at

the 3' connection between the intercalated base pair and helix D in gram

positive sequences. In this respect, H_. cutirubrum fits the gram positive

pattern, the L,. minor chloropiast and A. nidulans fit the gram negative pat-
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B

B

GC
CG

UC

GCGGUG
UGCCGC

CAC
GUG

CUGA
GACU

GC
CG

GAAGAGC|AC
CUUCUC

CCGU
GGCA

,cccA
J i

A AG C C -2.0 kJ "4.5 kJ

iA GCGAAcTkGCAC CCGU
U CGCUUCUCGUGGGCA

A I A » AUAA_s', * I \ U A A » AAGC"
UUUGGUGGCG4 ' *UUUGGUGGCG4 G
GAACCGCCGC /

i CI ^AUGGUA 6 U c g f i f i f i f i U A 2 4 " U 3 9

Figure 8: An Intercalated Base Pair. The sequences and secondary structures
of the constant length arm are shown for £. coli and JJ. subtil is, in (A) and
(B), respectively. The intercalated C26-G57 pair appears in the helix 0
region in the B̂ . subtilis sequence. Energy calculations show the energy of
the unstacked sequence (C) and intercalated pair (D) and indicte the
increased stability of the intercalated pair. The coordinated basepair (E),
is shown by a line connecting C24 and A39 on the £. subtilis sequence.

tern. Finally, the bulge loop connecting the 5' side of helices C and D, is

variable and may offer a clue to the function of the loops. It is either

three or four bases long. It's sequence is G (U/A) (C/A) (C/ ) in gram

negative bacteria and G (U/A) (U/C/A) A in gram positive bacteria. In gram

positive bacteria we have evidence that this loop specifically interacts with

the E loop at the end of the constant ami. Comparison of gram positive

sequences shows that nucleotides 24 and 39 form the coordinated base pairs:

^24"^39» A24-(C/U)3g and ^4-639. A purine in position 24 is

always associated with a pyrimidine in position 39, and vice versa. The

relationship is indicated in Figure 8E and emphasized by circled bases. In

the tRNA tertiary structure, direct interaction invariably occured between

bases having coordinated patterns of change. This is a good indication that
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a specific interaction occurs between the C-D bulge loop and the loop at the

end of the constant arm.

"A Pivotal Role for G ^ ? "

Nucleotide Ggg (Gg7 in gram positive sequences) is strictly

conserved in all 5S sequences and is positioned immediately adjacent to both

helix B and helix F. It occupies a keystone position separating the two arms

of the wishbone and could play an important role in the overall tertiary

conformation of 5S RNA. It is a candidate component of a conformational

switching mechanism (such as the tertiary switch observed by Kao and

Crothers, 65) since it can potentially stack on either helix F or on helix

B. In particular, it could function as an intercalated base pair to connect

helix A with helix F. This would involve breaking the ^io"^no

(Gj^-C107) base pair in helix A, when it is present, and substituting

the pair G 6 g " c n o ^G67"C107^" Energetically this is slightly

favored in gram positive sequences (-0.6 kJ) and slightly disfavored in gram

negative sequences (+0.1 kJ). It has the following points to recommend it:

1) It is universal since it can be made in all prokaryotic 5S sequences.

2) It converts the A helix into a region 9 base pa-irs long in gram positive

and negative sequences (except T. aquaticus). 3) It makes the A helix in

prokaryotic 5S-sequences the same length as in eukaryotic sequences (dis-

cussed in Studnicka, Eiserling and Lake, in preparation). 4) And it is con-

sistent with the resistance of E. coli 5S helices A, F and H (in the presence

of L18 and L25) to pancreatic RNase (58). Although the Ggg-C110 inter-

calated pair satisfies the evolutionary requirements for an interaction, its

slight energetic change and the presence of a competing pairing scheme makes

us hesitant to classify it as an interaction.

In summary, we have presented our evidence for the "wishbone" model of

5S rRNA, based on a combined comparative and energetic analysis using helical

filtering. We believe the evidence strongly supports some novel features,

such as the intercalated base pair C2g-G57 and the constant length of

the combined B, C, D and E helices. [Other features such as a possible G

helix in prokaryotes and a possible role of the invariant Gg7 (Ggg in

gram positive sequences) are speculative and will require more information

to be evaluated.] In light of the general applicability and universal

minimum energy properties of the "wishbone" model, we regard its principal

features as being proven. We hope that this structural model will aid in the

ultimate understanding of the structure and function of 5S rRNA.
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